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ABSTRACT

In this paper we develop a microsimu1ation to assess the distri

butional consequences of the existing system of taxes and transfers

and compare those consequences with· the impacts of several alternative

credit income tax systems for the 1970 population and income distribu

tions. Then~.,re use this microsimu1ation to explore the properties of

proportional tax schedules combined with lump-sum credits as a simple

form of redistribution that can be used as a reference standard against

which other redistributive mechanisms can be assessed.



ON THE COMPARISON Of INCOME REDISTRIBUTION PLANS

In this paper we develop a microsimulation. to assess the distri-

butional consequences of the existing system of taxes and transfers

and compare those consequences with the impacts of several alternative

credit income tax systems for the 1970 population and income distribu-

tions. Then we use this microsimulation to explore the properties of

proportional tax schedules combined with lump-sum credits as a simple

form of redistribution that can be used as a reference standard against

which other redistributive mechanisms can be assessed.

Our analysis begins with a concept we call "primary" income ~_. which

is the money income accruing to families 'and individuals from their

current productive activities and other private transactions. Tax and

transfer systems modify this primary income to produce what we call

"final" income, which measures the claims of individuals and families on

resources. Our analysis examines a variety of final income distributions.

Any tax and transfer system redistributes some of the gross revenue it

raises, using the rest (the net revenue) to finance the direct expendi-

ture programs of the public sector (defense, education, highways, etc.)

in combination with other public revenue sources. The alternative systems

we specify can be considered comparable to the status quo in the sense

that we require them to raise the same net revenue as the current system.

Within this constraint we make drastic alterations in the present system

by imagining that almost all the current programs--Social Security taxes

and benefits, public assistance, Federal individual income tax, state and

local income, sales, and property taxes--are replaced simultaneously by
. I

one simplified credit income tax operating on a comprehensive tax base.
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In doing this we give no recognition to political or administrative

constraint.s that would make the realization .of such a scheme impossible

or unwise. We also make no allowance for possible changes in the dis

tribution of primary income due to the level or nature of redistributive

activiti~s, although the greater the deviations froin the current system,

the more likely such changes would be.

Before we proceed with our analysis we would like to consider

briefly the "cost" of redistribution--a concept given.prominence by

discussions of the ~elfare reform plans introduced during President

Nixon's first term. There is no concept of cost obviously appro

priate for application to income redistribution questions. If we'

had a social welfare function in which we and you really believed,

we could simply maximize i·t with respect to the income distribution

and would not need a notion of cost. This question is considered

further below. Since we do not have such a function, concepts of

cost must be considered. At one extreme, there is a strong a priori

basis for expecting total output to be sensitive to the level and

type of redistribution; the change in total output is one concept of

cost that appeals to an economist. For nonmarginal changes, however, the

rneasurement of real output changes is difficult. Labor-supply elastici

ties of various kinds are required, and lack of firm estimates of such

magnitudes has motivated negative income tax experiments in New Jersey

and elsewhere. At the other extreme, the cost might be reckoned as

simply the total dollar amount the Treasury would be obliged to ivrite

checks for in a given year. This "treasury-throughput" measure of cost

has some appeal because of its concreteness and its bearing on.the ex

tent of redistribution, but it has the disadvantage of making a program
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paying out gross benefits that are then partiaIJ.y taxerl away appear

spuriously costly relative to one which pays only net benefits and

collects only net taxes. It is, thus, of little interest or relevance

except as it bears upon the cost of administration, i.e., how many

bureaucrats, clerks, machines, lawyers, and accountants would be

engaged in the mechanics--paper and legal work--connected with the

system. This notion of administrative costs, though not the subject

of this paper, is certainly legitimate and the amount may he signifi

cant.

Insofar as the administrative and output costs are ignored, a

zero sum redistribution by definition gives to one group the same n.umber

of dollars it takes from another. The group of households as a whole

has the same amount as before to spend on shoes, and ships, and sealing

wax. An individual taxpayer, of course, has a great deal of interest in

ho~.;r much redistribution is going to cost him; this depends on his partic

ular circumstances and may be a negative amount. It is possible to

ma~e some sense out of the cost question if one defines a specific group

of families, e.g., those with red hair or, more relevantly, those with

high incomes, and then asks how a specified change in redistribution

policy affects their net tax bill.

The question of how much a particular redistribution costs, then,

can only be answered either (1) by discussing the imponderables involved

in foregone output or changed administrative costs, or (2) by asking for

clarification as to whose cost you are interested in, a rich man's or a

poor man's. We take a rather different approach to the issue of pro

ducing one statistic that defines a group of tax-and-transfer schemes

with comparable imp~ci ~n the income distribution for the entire
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With all these considerations in mind it is proposed that a linear

credit tax using poverty-standard credits be adopt~d <;J.s a "ca,nonical"

form of redistribution against which alternatives may be compared. It

embodies a s~mple and easily grasped notion of equity which need not be

,regarded <lS final or optimal or even popular; it is, however, a con-

venient standard that enables us to fo~us attention more precisely on

the case for and agains~ sp~cific departures from it.

An alt~rnative to comparing redistributions on the basis of the

fraction of total income given out via the credit is to measure the'

total change in an income distribution 'induced bya redistribution plan

with a net revenue of zero as

C :::
ElY f
. I .l)i I
~

where Y
Bi

is the income of the i
th

unit before taxes and transfers

and Y
Ai

is its income afterwards. The sum is taken over all units in

the population. C does not measure a total cost, but it does reflect

the magnitude of the overall redistribution. For a linear ta~ system,

this stat~stic is directly related to the fraction of the before-tax

p~rsonal income which is redistributed independently of income. To see

this, suppose that the tax syste~ has a constant marginal tax rate, t,

(applied only to positive incomes) and a constant lump-sum grant, a.

Th,etl for YAi' nonnegative

(l-t) Y
Bi

+ a

al·



Since the total net tax is zero, t = Na

7

where the population

" .

is of size Nand p is the set of indices of the N units with positive
p

pretax income. Therefore,

~ NYB~ t Yn,
N - NiEp

.~

C = N[al 04..-4 + P
icp

(~p YBi)
N n
E IYB.IN E IYB.IN

i=l ~ i=l ~

Si~ce the term in square brackets is constant by assumption, C is

directly proportional to lal for ?ny given population. If we had de-

fined C in terms of squared changes instead of their absolute values,

2C would be proportional to a. When the demogrant differs for different

population units, however, C and the sum of the grants are not uniquely

related to each other. (Constraining two different demogrant systems to

have the same value of C as well as to yield zero net revenue is, unfor-

tunately, too expensive a computational task for us.)

The choice of a scale on which to base the credits is crucial. A

s~mpleand appealing possibility is to allocate equal credits to all

persons. This would be a more satisfactory choice if it were possible

to deal realistically with individual lifetime incomes either for

ptatistical analysis or for actual tax administration. In fact we must

peal with income over shorter periods, usually one year, and recognize

that the family or household is the smallest unit to which many kinds of

income can 1:?e allocated. Since families are very diversely constituted,

some means to standardize them must be found. Although they have many

drawbacks, the poverty thresholds for various sizes and kinds of f~milies

represent the most widely used and recogn~zeq scal~ of equivalence. We
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shall therefore use this scale to normalize family incomes; that is,

5 .
we shall use the ratio of income to the p.overty threshold appropriate

for each family, termed the welfare ratio, as the basis for comparing

families' needs. This normalization is particularly questionable for

high-income families, but in those ca1cu1atibns which .assume dirninish-

ing marginal utility, inaccuracies in the normalization become less

important as income rises. Tax credits in the standard redistribution

are.al10cated in proportion to these thresholds.

In summary then, we are concerned with the variety of redistr'ibu-

tions that are, by assumption, "cost1ess." No allowance is made for

output or administrative costs. The question is, simply, who receives

what proportion of a fixed total of final income. We will consider

specific pOj:>Ulation groups, defined both in .t.E:rms 0.£ their demographic

characteristics and in terms of their income status. We evaluate the

cost to such groups, or the benefits, relative either to the status guo

or relative to a zero-redistribution norm. For readers with highly'

developed a priori notions about an equitable income distribution, the

re,latively raw and disaggregated distributions of final income for vari-

ous groups will be the most interesting results. We have attempted,

however, to supply several alternative redistributions. For this we

have adopted a group of primitive utility-based inequality measures that

c~n be readily evaluated. These will be shown 'both in fully aggregated

form and w'ith breakdowns which show the impact on various demographic

grpups and on the poor and nonpoor subpopulations ..

First of all, as mentioned before, we use a family income welfare-

ratio measure to normalize different family compositions •. In the utility

analysis we qssume that this ratio is the argument of each person's
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utility function. lJtility can then be suitably aggregated for each

family and for groups of families. 6 The Class of utility functions

and inequality measures we consider, which h~s been suggested by

Atkinson [1], includes a wide range of assumptions about the rate

of decline of marginal utility with increases in the welfare index.

This class of functions includes as special cases a linear utility

function (with constant m~rginal utility) and a logarithmic function

where marginal utility declines in proportion to the inverse of the

welfare index. It also includes measures with more rapidly falling

marginal utility, two of which we have used.

Let us now turn to further discussion bf the tax base we are

using. We refer to this as primary income. In so doing we are trying

.to use a term which does not connoce close conformity with any of the

commonly used income cOIl-cepts and to signal the possibility that some

of our approximations may b~ in~ccurate. We are aiming at a concept

which measures the flow of income to families and individuals prior to

any tampering by the publ~c sector. W~ cannot, however, undo all the

real allocational and distributional consequences of public sector

activities as this would require an elaborate general equilibrium

analysis.

For th~ present c~lculations we have used the Current Popu-

lation Survey money income concept as adjusted in the MERGE files to

conform to'aggregate control totals, minus public transfers from Social

Security, public assistance, unemployment insurance benefits, workmen's

compens.ation, and income-conditioned veterans' benefits. To this we

have apded realized capital gains. Ibis income concept totals $679

billion for the simulated 1970 population in the MERGE files, which
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is nearly $125· billion less than total personal income in the national

accoun.ts fo:r;.J.~}O, both because of the tr.<3.nSfer payments that have

been deducted and because of various imputations in the national accounts

that are not in the MERGE file. We have, however, in our calculations

retain~d those public transfers with the exception of OASDI that are

not primarily designed to affect the size distribution of income.

The basic strategy is first to calculate a "final" income based

on the status quo of taxes and transfers as they existed in 1970 and·

then to compare the redistribution effected by those policies w;i.th .a

group of alternative redistributions produced by simple credit income

tax formulae; which differ from each other in the formula for the

credit and i.n the amount of income redistributed. An attempt has been

made to be quite inclusive as regards taxes at all levels. A dispro-

portionate interest is always taken in the Federal individual income

tax, because it is the largest single tax program affecting households

directly and it is a universal program subject to debate and change at

the Federal policy level; but other taxes, in the aggregate, constitute

a similar proportion of the difference bet~.;reen primary and final income

and need to be accounted for in any comprehensive assessment of overall

redistribution. Hence we have subtracted from primary income Federal

individual income taxes, employee contributions for Social Security,

7property taxe$, state individual income taxes, and sales taxes. Finally,

the transfers that were subtracted from CPS income are added back in. We

take no account of the Federal corporate income tax in this analysis.

~hus we must interpret our status ~ final income as the total money

receipts--after taxes and tl,'ansfers--available for spending. on goods
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and services with prices adjusted for both the elimination of sale$

8taxes and payment of housing exp~nses other than theprope.rty tax.

This final income must be clearly distinguished from the usual

concept of disposable income, which only deducts income and payroll

taxes but includes such ite,ms as imputed rental income of households';

hence disposable income is the amount available for expenditure on

goods and services as actually pri~ed. The rationale for using final

instead of disposable income is that states regard property and sales

taxes as substitutes for income taxes. So calculated, status guo

final income totals $566 billion, which is $113 billion or 16.6 percent

less than the $679 billion of primary income reckoned for 1970. In

other words, the net aggregate effects of current tax and transfer

-policies, Federal, ~ Li:iLt::, and local, ,C1:::-C t~ :-edist:ribute income in

ways to be discussed below and to extract $113 billion of purchasing

power for financing various direct expenditure programs. Some of these

programs of course are deliberately redistributive, such as food stamps

and housing subsidies. Others, such as education, highways, and

national defense, are not although they have some redistributive effects.

But these are not the subject of our inquiry.

In gross terms, the existing taxes we take account of actually

collect $54 billion more than the $113 billion described above, but

those dollars are returned to the purchasing power of households in the

form of transfers. The simplified credit tax schemes that we introduce

for comparison are treated as compt~tereplacements for this entire tax

and tr<lnsfersystcm. They have aU been calibrat~d to yield the same

$113 billion of net revenue or (equivalently) to reduce primary income

'qown to the final income of $566 billion as do the status.~ policies.
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'In gross terms, the tax is' a simple proportional one applied to pri-

mary income as the base. If one were' concerned only to raise the re-

quired net revenue leaving the primary relative distribution unaltered,

which is a hypothetical policy of zero redistribution, a tax of 16.6

percent on primary income WQuld be sufficient. We vary the level of

redistribution from this point by increasing the fraction of the gross

t~x by a given proportion--say 10 percent--and then distributing the

resulting added gross revenue--$68 billion in this case--as refundable

tax credits on a basis which is not a function of income.
\

In addition to varying the level of redistribution, i.e., the

fraction of primary income which is distributed as'tax credits, we

examine six different credit structures. The plans investigated are

summar i zed 1.l1
,..., , '1 ,

J..dU.Lt: .1.. The first structur~ is f~~ t~x credits that are

proportional to family poverty thresholds. It is assumed that relative

"needs" are measured by these thresholds and that it is therefore rea-

sonable to allocate credits against gross taxes in proportion to the

needs or responsibilities of the family. This is consistent with the

ohoice of poverty thresholds for normalizing family incomes.

The poverty threshold structure of credits is used with four

~ifferent levels of redistribution, viz., 10 percent, 20 percent, 30

percent and 50 percent. As explained above, these imply gross propor-

tional taxes ranging from 26.6 percent to 66.6 percent of primary income.

This covers a range from relatively weak to quite drastic redistribu-

t~o~. At one end, 12 percent of final income reflects the uniform dis-

tribution of credits and 88 percent reflects the initial distribution

of primary income. At the other ~nd', only [fO percent of final income

r~flects the initial inc.ome distribution. The table indicates the
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Table 1

ALTERNATIVE CREDlr INCOME TAXES

Tax Rates

$613:408:204:102 $1838:1225:613:306 -

$1734:1156:578

/

Percent of income
redistributed

Creuit Structur~s

l. Poverty standard
(Fraction of poverty
level)

Mean amount

2. Per capita

3. Per adult

4. Social Security plus
child allowances

5. Age scale 1
65 and over, 18 to
64, o to 17

6. Age scale 2
65 and over, 18 to
64, 10 to 17, o to 9

26.6

10

.319

($1266)

$341

$520

SS+
$504/chi1d

$578:385:193

36.6

20

.·637

($2529)

46.6

30

.956

($3795)

$1022

$1559

2*SS+
$1995/child

66.6

50

1.~93

($6324)

t-'
Yo)
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fraction of the poverty standard that the four levels of distribution

afford. Also indicated arc the dollar amounts due the prototypical

urban male-headed family of four.

Th~ five other structures used are replicated for only two levels

of redistribution.... -lO percent and 30 percent. The first of these is a

simple per capi~ademograntwith credits of $341 at the 10 percent

level and $1,022 at the 30 percent level allocated to each person in

a family. Next is a per adult allowance which pays $520 or $1,559 at

the two 'redistribution levels to each person over 18. A simple child

allowance was considered as a contrast, but was rejected because the

adverse effect on aged persons, who are left without Social Security,

makes the case uninteresting. Instead we have explored a pair of hybrid

-plans: At the 10 percent level, the snmc Sc~i~l Se~~rity benefits 8S

the status guo are paid, and the remainder of the $68 billion is allo

cated as tax credits equally among all persons under 18. At the 30

percent level of redistribution Social Se~urity benefits are doubled

and again the remaining .balance is distributed equally among all chil

dren. This results in child allowances of ~pproximately $500 and $2,000

respectively. The last two plans employ credits that are graduated

according to age. In the first instance (age scale 1), the population

is divided into aged (65 and over), other adults (18 to 64), and chil

dren (17 and under), and these three groups get credits with relative

v~lues 312':1. In the second instance (age scale 2), four groups are

distinguished including two categories each of children aged 10 to 17

and 0 to 9. The younger children receive only half as much as the

older ones. The combination of the six alternative structures with the
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redistribution level variations results in fourteen tax systems. These

variations were chosen to show how the actual distributions of income

for the United States wou:I.dbe altered by different levels or degrees

of redistributional activity and to explore the consequeqces of alter-

native structures for the tax credits.,

The Effect of Alternative Redistributions on Income Shares

As mentioned earlier, we have adopted a "welfare ratio" normaliza-

tion of ~ncome, and hence we do not display the traditional distribution

by dollar.-income brackets. While this normalization is us·eful in secur-

ing comparability among families pf different size, it does not render

fully comparable categories of families which are treated as distinct

in our existing tax anq trqnsfer system. Indeed, there are important

differences with regard to the equity of income shares among these cate-

gories.

We distinguish, instead, six mutually exclusive and exhaustive

groups. Individuals 65 and over form one group and families headed by

an aged person form the second. These two groups together contain nearly

92 percent of all aged persons and relatively few persons under 65. The

remaining groups are all headed Py nonaged persons. Individuals for~

the third group, families with female heads form the fourth, and the

last two groups are small-to-moderate sized male-headed families (2 to 5

persons)i~, ,and large male'~headed families (6 or more). Within these

groups the w~lfare ratio is more reliable as an indicator of economic or

income status, We have chosen these groupings for several reasons. The

aged and female-headed categories are presently recognized as having a

*Thi$ is the modal family-~more than 55 percent of all persons
live in suah families.
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differential basis for income support. Individuals of all ages are

difficult to compare with families in terms of income needs. Finally

large families are often overlooked in our tendency to focus on the

four-person archtype.

Section n of Table 2 displays the distribution of total need as

measured by the poverty thre~holds and the distribution of persons in

total and by age status across the six groups listed 'above. Section A

of the same table shows how income is distributed among these groups-

both primary income and the fifteen versions of final income. It should

be noted here that the status ~~ redistributed a substantial amount of

income to the aged and female-headed categories, most of which is off-.

set by reductions in the shares going to nonaged individuals and ma1e

headed families ()f sm,'Il1 to moderat<e ·size. By contrast, the poverty

s~andard redistribution adds to the shares of all groups except the modal

group, which is the only one that now gets a larger share of primary

'income than its share of (poverty standard) need. With a poverty-stan

dard credit structure, less is provided to the aged and female-headed

u.nits than the status quo up to a level of 30 percent redistribution.

None of the structures at the 10 percent level does as well by these

categories as does the status quo. They all, however, allocate more to

the large families and nonaged individuals .. Not surprisingly, the

Social-Security-plus-child-allowanc~plan conforms most closely to the

current outcome; it diff~rs mainly in giving more to large ma1e-

hea~ed famille~ than currently. Clearly the poverty standard and

the a~e-scalcd credits are similar in their impact, and both yield

fess redistribution fr9m ~ndividuals or small families to, large

familtcA than does a flat per-capita credit.
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Table 2

PERCENT DISTRIBUTION OF INCOME AND
PERSONS AMONG SUBGROUPS OF UNITS

FOR ALTERNATIVE REDISTRIBUTIONS

Nonaged

Family
_.-- -...,........-~__.-..E9 i'Lidua]'£i_._I}ead s

. '.

Female- Male-Headed
Headed Families

Individuals FamiJies 2 to 5 n+
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However, we are most directly interested in income redistribution

among welfare strata. Table 3 contains the basic outcome in terms of

primary and final income shares. The first three columns indicate haw

income is distributed among the lowest 20 percent of the population of

persons ranked by the welfare ratio of primary incoUle. This group is

approximately equivalent to the poor. The next stratum contain 50

percent of the population and ranges from the near poor at 110 percent

of the poverty level up to the moderately comfortable at 375 percent of

poverty. The third group, the top 30 percent, is all above 375 percent

of poverty level and ranges from the upper middle classes through the

super-rich. In the fourth column the top 5 percent is shown separately-

the lowest income in this gl,"oup is at 6.~ times the poverty level before

tax and transfers. The last four columns show several subgroups of

these ~trata--the aged, the female-headed, and the male-headed.

It is important to notice that the status guo redistributes a sub

stantial amount toward the lowest 20 percent of the income distribution.

Their share increases from 2.8 percent of primary income to nearly 7.0

percent of final income. This is nearly as much as the 7.2 percent

achieved by the poverty-standard credit tax at a 20 percent redistribu

tion level. But the middle 50 percent, in contrast receives only 35

percent under the current tax system as compared with the nearly 38

percent it would get under that same 20 percent linear tax scheme. The

extra 3 per~ent is retained by the highest 30 percent with the top 5

percent getting one-third of the extra. Moreover, as the level of

redistribution is increased, the share going to the middle 50 percent

continues to increase. Indeed, looking further down to the different

tax credit str~ctures, there is no structure at the 10 percent level
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Table 3

SHARES OF PRIMARY AND FINAL INCOME GOING TO SELECTED
STRATA OF UNITS RANKED BY PRIMARY WELFARE·RATIO

Female- Male- Male-
Low 20 Mid 50 High 30 Top 5 Aged Indiv. Headed Headed Headed
Percent Percent Percent Per{:ent and Families Families Families Families

'(w < 1.1)(w =1.1-3.75) (w > 3.75) (w > 8.3) (w < 1.1) (w < 1. 1) (w < 1.1) ·(w =1.1-3.75)o 0 0 0 0 0 o 0

Primary Ihcome 2.8 34.6 62.5 21.6 0.8 0.3 1.4 7.7.2

Final Income

Status quo 6.9 35.1 58.0 18.7 3.4 1.0 2.0 26.7

Poverty standard 10 5.0 36.3 58.7 19.7 1 .. 7 0.6 . 2.1 28.5
20 7.2 37.9 54.9 17.7 2.7 0.8 2.8 29.4
30 9.4 39.5 51.1 15.8 3.6 1.1 3.5 30.9
50 13 .8 42.8 43.4 11.8 5.5 1.7 4.8 33.3

Per capita 10 . 4.8 36.5 58.7 19.6 1.5 0.6 2.2 28.9

Per adult 10 4.9 3f>.0 59.1 19.8 1.9 0.4 2.0 28.1

Social Security +
child allowance iO 6.5 36.1 57.4 19.3 3.0 0.8 2.3 27.9

Age scale 1 10 5.1 36.2 58.7· 19.7 2.0 0.5 2.1 28.3

Age s.cale 2 10 5.1 36.1 58.8 19.7 2.1 0.5 2.0 28.2

Per capita 30 8.8 40.2 51.0 15.7 3.0 1.2 3.9 32.3

Per adult 30 8.9 38,'7 52.4 16.3 4.1 0.8 3.1 29.7

Social Security +
child allowance 30 12.1 . 40.3 47.6 14.8 5.2 1.9 4.4 31.8

Age scale 1 30 9.6 39.2 51.2 15.9 4.3 1.0 3.4 30.5
I-'

Age scale 2 9.6 38.9 51.5 16.0 4.6 0.9 3.3 .30.0
\0

30
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·which is not noticeably more generous to the middle 50 percent than

is our present policy. At given redistribution levels the Social

Security-plus-child-allowances plans provide the largest gains to the

poor, but even here there is no tendency for the extra gains to be at

the expense of the middle majority.

If one compares the treatment of aged and female-headed families"

it is clear that th~ 30 percent poverty-standard law is most comparable

with the status quo. But that law would increase the share going to .

poor male-headed families from 2 percent to 3.5 percent and raise the

transfer going to male-headed families in the middle 50 percent from '

26.7 percent to 30.9 percent. This phenomenon is the result of current

neglect of the working poor as well as some squeezing of the lower-

- middle wage-earning groups. The top 30 pe.ccellc tluw rt:.c.eives nearly 7

percent more of total final income than they would under this "fair"

redistribution. Clearly, the United States already engages in substan

tial redistribution, and for the groups that are "poorest" the amount

is equivalent to a nearly 30 percent level on a poverty-standard credit

tax. But it is also clear that the male-headed families of modest

means have not been given comparable treatment and that it would not

be necessary to penalize the families near the median welfare ratio

level in order to be more generous--and more uniformly so--to the

poor and the near poor.

Table 4 shows how the distribution of persons by welfare ratio

is altered by redistribution. The current policies reduce the frac

tions below the poverty level and the fraction more than four times

above it. The,effect of high redistribution levels is to concen-

. t.rate more and Ihore persons in the 2-4 range of the welfare ratio, which
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includes the mean (2.7). The strongly redistributive 50 percent

poverty-standard plan completely eliminates poverty; it also deci

mates the stratum above eight times' the poverty level and concen

trates 70 percent of the population in the 2-4 range, which now con

tains only 35 percent. The Social-Security-plus-child-allowance

plans are seen here to be the most effective in reducing dispersion

at any given level of redistribution.

Figure 1 shows how the distribution of persons as ranked by wel

fare ratios is altered by redistribution. The cumulative distribution

is plotted on log-probability scales (a log-normal distribution would

provide a straight line). It is evident here that the status guo

system reduces dispersion and poverty; it is a~so clear that the higher

levels of redistribution, 30 percent to 50 percenl, produce a ccti~~

able amount of added equalization.

Figures 2-6 display the Lorenz curves for the status ~ and

.various alternative redistributions. Once again we see that current

policies do tend to equalize the distribution, and the alternatives

that we have worked with cover a broad range of shift in the curves.

It shuuld be repeated here, however, that we have not allowed for any

labor force response by the economy to the tax and transfer system.

Analysis and Results of Summary Measures of the Welfare Distribution

While it is useful, and for many purposes adequate, to observe the

impact of redistribution on shares of different groups and strata, it

is also of interest to evaluate more summary descriptions which attempt

to condense the plethora of numbers into a few, more comprehensible,

indicators. As we view this problem it is again one of embodying some
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Table 4

PERCENT DISTRIBUTION OF PERSONS
BY WELFARE RATIO OF UNIT FOR

ALTERNATIVE REDISTRIBUTIONS

o to 1 1 to 2 2 to 4 4 to 8 8+

Primary Income 18.1 21.0 33.9 21.4 5.5

Final Income

Status quo 15.5 31.1 35.3 15.3 2.8

Poverty standard 10 17.1 28.6 37.0 14.8 2.5
20 11.5 31.0 42.1 13.7 1.-7
30 5.0 33.5 48.5 1l.8 1.2
50 O~O 22.4 70.5 6.6 0.5

Per capita 10 16.3 28.5 37.8 14.9 2.5

Per adult 10 17.8 28.4 36.3 14.9 2.6

Social Security +
child allmoJance 10 14.0 31.2 38.0 14.5 2.3

. Age scale 1 10 16.8 29.0 36.8 14.9 ~.5

Age scale 2 10 17.0 28.9 36.7 14.8 2.6

Per capita 30 5.7 28.0 52.8 12.3 1.2

Per adult 30 7.8 33.3 44.4 13 .1 1.4

Social Security +
child allowance 30 5.4 24.1 57.6 1l.8 1.1.

. Age scale 1 30 5.0 32.9 48.6 12.2 1.3

Age scale 2 30 5.4 33.9 46.9 12 .5 1.3

. ..
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FIGURE I

CUMULATIVE DISTRIBUTIONS' OF PERSONS
BY WELFARE. RATIO OF FAMILY
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FIGURE 2
LORENZ CURVES FOR PRIMARY INCOME
STATUS GUO AND POVERTY SCALE
REDISTRI8UTIOrJ AT 10 PE:'\'CENT
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FIGURE 3
LORENZ CURVES ,FOR STATUS QUO AND

. ALTERNATIVE LEVELS OF R.EDISTRIBUTION
USING POVERTY STANDARD CREDITS
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FIGURE 4
LORENZ CURvES FOR ALTERNATIVE
TAX CREDIT STRUCTURES USING 30 PEF\CENT

REDISTRIBUTION
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FIGURE 5
LORENZ CURVES FOR STATUS QUO AND

SOCIAL SECURITY PLUS CHILD ALLOWANCE
. PLAN
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FIGURE 6
LORENZ CURVES FOR AGE RELATED PLANS
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,standard of "fairness" in a formula that enables us to rank and com-

pare final distributions.

The problem of what summary statistics to use in describing an

income distribution and what measures of inequality are appropriate is

an ancient one., The most commonly used measures are the mean or 'median

income and the Gini coefficient. However, as has been observed, most

recently by Atkinson [1] and earlier by Dalton [5], we should be con-

c:erned with some notion of social welfare and, therefore, should choose

statistics which are directly related to some social welfare measures.

What follows includes a summary of Atkinson's solution to this problem.

Our goal is to rank the alternative income distributions by social

welfare. For this purpose we use a simple social welfare function, W,

descri1)ed below. Many factors which affect social welfare are not

taken into account in the formulation w~ use. Our Wmight, perhaps, be

called a partial social welfare function to emphasize that other factors

are also important. However, we only use W to compare alternative

income distributions under ceteris paribus assumptions. It could still

be argued that the assumptions abput utility and W lead to the omission

of important factors which are not constant as the distribution changes

but we do not pursue more complex formulations. Assume that there

exists a social welfare function, W, which is symmetric and additively

separable,

W ~ E U(w
i

) f(w.),
i ~

where U is the individual utility function which is assumed to be

identical for all persons and f is the probability function for the

(finite) population. Assume further that the individual utility
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. function, U, is increasing. and concave. Under these assumptions two

distributions, . say f and f*., with the same mean, can be ran~eq with-

out further assumptions about utility functions if and. only if the

two Lorenz curves do not cross. When the means differ, the dist~ibu-

tion with the higher mean will be preferr~d if its Lorenz curve is

above the Lorenz curve of the other distribution everywhere. 9

When the distributions cannot be ranked without further informa-

tion on the utility function, we choose certain particular functional

forms for U whicq are unique up to a linear transformation and have

one argument..,-the family's welfare ratio •. Any choice of functions is

necessarily subjective. Value judgments must be made some time, how-

ever, and our treatment has the virtue of making these judgments

ex:p1icit ..

Once a utility function is chosen, a measure of inequality can be

constructed by analogy with the certainty equivalent calculations in

10risk theory. To do this, define the equa1ly-distributed-equiva1ent

level of normalized income, w d ' as the per capita amount which would
e e . .

give the same total utility as the actual distribution gives if each

person received w d' That is, U(w d ) is the expected value of the
, e e e e

utility function over the distribution of w. More formally,

U(w d) = EU(w.) f(w.).eel 1

Clearly, w· d depends on the particular utility function chosen. Then
e e wedethe ,inequality measure defined is I = 1 - -- where).l is the mean of

U .].l

the distribution of w. The index I appears similar to a Gini coefficient

because it lies in the interval [0, 1], with zero corresponding to

perfect equality and one maximum inequality, but, as will be seen below,
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,the index I will generally .give a ranking of distributions by inequa1-

ity different f'rom the Gini coefficient ranking. Under our assump-

tions about U, social welfare is maximized when all incomes are equal,

but we would not assert that complete equality is the ideal distribu-

tion. Our analysis is too unrealistic to support such a cbnclusion,

but w d does suggest an upper bound on the efficiency losses which
e e

could be suffered as a consequence of redistribution without producing

a decrease in total social welfare. ll

What reasonable restrictions should be put on the class of pos-

sible utility functions? One criterion suggested by Atkinson and

adopted by us is what he terms "constant relative ine'quality aversion,"

i.e., if we transform a'distribution by a change of location and scale,

the inequality measure should not change. This, ,plus concavity, re-

quires that D(w) be of the form:

D(w) =
{

l-e;
A + B _w_

l-e;
A + B In w

e; f. 1,

e; = 1.

This is a one-parameter family indexed by e; since A and B are arbitrary.

When e; is zero, marginal utility is constant; as e; rises, marginal

utility falls more rapidly, dD
dw

-e;= Bw •

Using this family of utility functions we are led to the family of

inequality measures,

These measures are invariant unde~ linear transformations.

We have performed our calculations for .four different utility

functions corresponding to values for E: of 0 (linear), 1 (logarithmic),

1. 5 (reciprocal square root), and 2 (reciprocal). Some respondents,'
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.report negative or zero income. Since we do not believe t~at th~s

r~ally represents the.claims of these units on resources we have

arbitrarily chosen to calculate the welfare ratio as· either the

reported ratio or .It whichever is larger. That is, no one is allowed

to have a claim on resoqrces of less than 10 percent of his poverty

1 'I 12eve •

These are individual utility functions, but the argument of the

functions is the welfare ratio of ~he family. To find the utility for

a family, individual utility is multiplied by family size. In summary,

we 1) assume all persons' utility functions are identical; 2) take some

account of economies realized by families living together through the

normalization process; 3) assume that there is no inequality within a

family; an:d4) assume that each family member 's utility counts equally

in the total welfare of socie~y.

In Table 5 we have assembled several averages and inequality

measures describing the various final distribu.tiont;;. The first column

contains the average individual welfp.re ratio, where the individual

r~tio for a person is equal to th¢ welfare ratio of his family. The

next three columns contain the "equqlly distributed equivalent" welfare

ratios corresponding to E-values of 1.0, 1.5 and 2.0, respectively.

The first column is, of co~rse, wede (0). It is worth pointing out

that these can be ~egarded as averages; .w d (1) is simply the geometric
e e

mean of individual welfare ratios and w
d

(2) is their harmonic mean.
e e

wede (1.5) is some parametric hybrid average, and we can appeal to

theorems about the relative size of these means (applied to positive

numbers) to infer that the equivalent income will be smaller the larger
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Alternatively, observe that w d (E)
e E}

falls as E rises because the faster m.grg1.nal utili'ty falls, the' greater

is the amount of income which can be redistributed away from high

income families ~or any given utility loss.

Columns 5-7 contain the inequality index values for E = 1. 0, 1. 5 ,

and' 2.0. I
O

is identically zero and is, therefore, not shown. As ex

plained above, these values indicate the fraction of current (unequally

~istributed) income that would be required to achieve the same total

utility if distributed equally. Equivalently, it places an upper bound

on the income loss that could be "afforded" by a redistribution without

lowering average welfare. These values can be readily calculated from

the numbers on the left as:

I =
E

. W . (E)
. ede'

1 - w d (0)
e e

Finally, the Gini coefficient is shown in the last column. In comparing

our estimates of the Gini coefficients with others in the literature it

must be recalled that the population is measured in units of need. The

a~erage utilities have not been shown but they can be derived by sub-

stituting the appropriate w d into the formula given above., e e

The means and inequality measures are shown for the overall dis-

tribution, separately for the poor and nonpoor (w < 1, w ~ 1), and for

each of the six subgroups of the populatiqn. Th~ inequality measures

for such subgroups reflect only internal dispers~on; between-group

dispersion is reflected in the all-unit measures;

F~gure 7 shows how the overall inequality measures vary with the

level of redistribution, that is, the fraction of primary income dis-

,tributed in proportion to the poverty-standard. We note that the three
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Table '5

AVERAGES AND INEQUALITY MEASURES FROM ACTUAL
AND TRANSFORMED DISTRIBUTION OF WELFARE RATIOS

Average Gini
Welfare W (1) \V (1. 5) t-l (2.0) 1(1.0) 1(1.5) 1(2.0) Coefficient

e e e .

·Primary Income

All 3.23 2.01 1.35 .. 82 .379 .581 .746 .4601

Poor .42 .30 .25 .21 .293 .420 .513 .3600
Nonpoer 3.88 3.12 2.85 2.63 .197 .266 .323 .3767

Aged

Individuals 1.22 .40. .26 .20 .675 .786 .837 .7305
Heads 2.59 1.06 .64 .41 .589 .754 .843 ~6249

Nonaged

Individuals 2.70 1.49 .93 .57 .447 .654 .790 .4943
Female head s 1. 73 .74 .45 .30 .570 .742 .827 .6079
Male head 2-5 3.89 2.88 2.32 1. 67 .259 .403 .571 .3938
Male head 6+ 2.64 1.91 1.51 1.08 .277 .429 .590 .3943

Statu~o Final Income

All 2.70 2.00 1.65 1.29 .259 .387 .523 .3957
Poor .84 .67 .57 .46 .205 .325 .448 .1863
Nonpoor 3.13 2.58 2.37 2.19 .175 .242 .300 .3380

Aged·

Individuals 1.52 1.09 .93 .77 .280 .387 .490
Heads 2.64 1.87 1.59 1.29

\l1
.289 .398 .511 <:

\l1 w,....
~

Nonaged ...... ::1
\l1 0
0'"1"1'......

Individuals 2.04
III

1.36 1.01 .71 .333 .503 .650
Female heads 1.93 1.41 1.19 .97 .270 .387· .497
Male head 2-5 3.09 2.38 2.02 1.58 .229 .348 .489
Male head 6+ 2.23 1.71 1.43 1.13 .233 .356 .491



Average Table 5 (continued)-
Gini

\-lelfare W (1) -W-(1.5) \.J (2.0) 1(1.0) I( 1. 5) 1(2.0) Coefficiente e e

Poverty Standard (10)

All 2.68 L~6 1.62 1.30 .270 .394 .516 .4088

Poor _-.60 - .55 .49 .44 .094 .192 .262 .2075
Nonpoor i.L6 2.63 2.48 2.33 .168 .214 .-262 .3321

Aged

Individuals 1.18 .69 .59 -.51 .419 .503 .565 .5477
Heads 2.20 1.33 1.02 .83 .395 .537 .621 .5400

Nonaged

Individuals 2.29 1.60 1.31_ 1.06 .300 .427 .536 .4243
Female heads 1.58 1.06 .85 .72 .328 .462 .543 .4744
Male head 2-5 3.16 2.'50 2.21 1.31- .208 .300 .421 .3462
Male head 6+ 2.24 1. 79 1.57 1.31 .203 .299 .416 .3338

Poverty Standard- (20)

All 2.67 2.14 1. 91 -1.64 .197 .286 .387 .3538
Poor .87 .83 .75 - .68 .046 .140 .224 . .0815
Nonpoor 3.09 2.67 2.56 2.44 .135 .170 .208 .3074

Aged

Individuals 1.38 1.03 .95 .89 .258 .309 .356 .4091
Heads 2.26 1.64 1.37 1.21 .274 .393 .467 .4542

- Nonaged
w

Individuals 2.34 1.85 1.65 1.44 .209 .295 .385
VI

.3587
Female head s 1. 73 1.39 1.23 1.13 .194 .291 .349 .3779
Male head 2-5 3.09 2.58 2.36 2.0ll .165 - .235 .341 .3063
Male head 6+ 2.30 1.96 1. 79 1. Sf) .148 .219 .319 .2828
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Table 5 .(continued)
Average Gini
Welfare W (1) W (1.5) W (2.0) 1(1.0) 1(1.5) 1(2.0) Coeffici~nt

€ e. e
Per Capita nO)

All 2.70 1.96 1.60 1.25 .• 272 .4C5 .537 ..4103

Poor. . .61 .53 .46 .41 .129 .242 .324 .2419
Nonpoor 3.18 2.66 2.51 2.36 .165· .210 .257 .3306

Aged

Individuals 1.-05 ,51 .40 .34 .518 .617 .680 .6093
Heads 2.20 1.33 1.01 .82 .398 .542 .628 .5423

Nonaged

Individuals 2.14 1.38 1.04 .77 .35~ .515 .641 .4526
Female heads 1.61 1.12 .91 .78 .307 .436 .517 .4645
Male head 2-5 3.18 2.52 2.24 1.85 .205 .296 .417 .3439
Male head 6+ 2.34. 1.91 1.71 1.44 .184 .271 .385 .3200

Per Capita (30)

All 2.72 2.32 2.12 1.86 .148 ' ·.222 .318 .3067

Poor 1.16 1.08 .95 .83 . .072 .182 .287 .1136
Nonpoor 3.09 2.77 2.7"0 2.61 .102 .126 .155 .2712

Aged

Individuals 1.18 .88 .82 .76 .255 .307 .358 .4007
Heads 2.32 L88 1.63 1.47 .192 .298 .369 .3793

Nonaged
w

Individuals 1.95 1.53 1.36 1.20 ..• 211 .299 .385 .3621 .....
Female heads 1.97 1. 78 1.64 1.56 .097 .168. .206 .2805
Male head 2-5 3.06 2.69 2.52 2.24 .123 .176 .270 .2591
Hale head 6+ 2.65 2.41 2.29 2.05 .090 .136 .226 .2069
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Table 5 (continued)
Average Gini
Welfare W (1) .W (1. 5) W (2.0) 1(1.0) 1(1.5) 1(2.0) Coef"ficiente e e ..

Social Security +
Child Allmvance (10).

All 2-69 2.03 1.71 1.36 .244 .363 ~495 .3900

Poor .• 80 .69 .58 ~49 .142 .278 .393 .1981
Nonpoor 3.13 2.61 2.47 2.32 .165 .210 ...258 .3303

Aged

Individuals 1.49 .98 .82 .67 .346 .449 .549 .4710
Heads .2.56 1.81 1.40 1.20 ,293 .430 .530 ..4579

Nonaged

Individuals 2.08 1.31 .95 .6S •.370 .544 .687 .4559
Female heads 1. 75 1. /28 1.05 .89 .268 .400 .492 .4294
l''l.ale head 2-5 3.06 . 2.40 2.11 1.n .21... .310 .438 .3506
YJale head 6+ 2.35 1.93 1.72 1.4[•. .178 .267 .389 .3121

Soc~al Security +
Child Allowance (30)

All 2.75 2.34 2.07 1.6B .151 .241 .389 .2911

Poor 1.60 1.29 .99 .72 .192 .383 .553 .2473
Nonpoor 3.02 2.68 2.58 2.45. .112 .146 .189 .2543

Aged

Individuals 1.88 1.45 1.25 .98 .228 .335 ~477 .3379
Reads 2.78 2.33 1.97 1..6/.. .163 .. 291 .410 .3267

Nonaged w
\0

Individuals 1.65 1..09 .81 .58 .339 .507 .650 .4274
Female heads 2.42 2.19 1.98 1. 78 .093 .i82 .262 .2600
Male head 2-5 2.82 2.42 2.21 1.87 .143 .216 .338 .2738
Male head 6+ 3.02 2.78 2.62 2.94 .080 .132 .241 .1836
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Table 5 (continued)
Average Cini
Welfare We (l) W (1.5) W (2.0) 1(1.0) 1(1.5) 1(2.0) Coefficiente e "

Age 'Scale 1 (lD)

Ali 2.68 1.96 1 •.63 1.29 .269 .394 .518 .4091

Poor .62 .56 .49 .44 .f04 .209 .286 .2121
Nonpoor 2;,16 2.63 2.48 2.33 a168 .215 .263 .3333

Aged

Individuals L1.8 .68 .59 .51 .423 .509 .510 .5509
.Heads 2.34 1.53 1..22 1.03 0"346 .479 .560 .5082

Nonaged

Individuals 2.17 1.41 L07 .80 .350 .505 .630 .4488
Female heads 1.56 1.00 .18 .64 •351 .501 . .588 .4895
Hale head 2-5 3.16 2.50 2.20 1.82 .210 .302 .424 .3478
Male head 6+ 2.25 1.80 1.58 1.32 .202 .291 .412 .3354

Age Scale 1 (3D)

All 2.69 2.29 2.11 1.87 " .146 .215 ."303 .. 3028

Poor 1.20 1.13 1.01 .-88 .053 .157 .262 .0716
Nonpoor 3.03 2.70 2.62 2.53 .109 .135 .166 .2788

Aged

Individuals 1.56 1.30 1.26 1.21 .166 .194 .226 .3059
Heads 2.1s 2.36 2.09 1.88 .140 ".240 .317 .3193

Nonaged

.Individuals 2.01 2.60 1.43 1.25 .202 .288 ".375 .3521 ~

0
Female heads 1.82 1. 5-5 1.39 1.30 .146 .233 .284 .3334
Male head 2-5 3.01 2.61 2.44 2.16 " .132 .186 •. 280 .3699
JI118.le head 6+ 2.37 2.11 1.99 1. 79 .109 .160 .245 .2390
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:rable 5 (continued)
Average Gini
'We1far~ \11 (1) \-1 (1. 5) W (2.0) 1(1.0) 1(1. 5) 1(2.0) Coefficiente e . e

Age Scale 2 (10)

All 2.68 1. 95 1;62 1..28 .271 .397 ..522 .41UO

Poor .• 62 .55 .48 .44 .107 .214 ~292 .2122
Nonpoor 3A 16 2.62 2.47 2.32 0170 .218 .266 .3344

Pged

Ind·ividuals 1.20 • ].0. .60 .53 .413 .496 .558 .5430
Heads 2.37 1.56 1.25 1.06 .339 .471 .553 . .?031

Nonag-ed

Individuals 2.18 1.43 1.10 .83 .345 .496 .620 .4465
Femal-e heads 1.55 .97 .73 .59 .378 .530 .622 .-4973
Male head 2-5 3.15 2.49 2.19 l.81 .212 .305 .426 .3494
Male head 6+ 2.27 1. 76 1.54 1.28 .209 .306 .423 .3411

Age Scale 2 (30)

All 2.68 2.27 2.08 1.B-S .151 .222 .310 .3067

Poor 1.19 1.12 .99 .87 .C59 .164 .267 .092-4
Nonpo-or 3_02 2.68 2.59 2.49 .114 .142 .176 .2831·

Aged

Individuals 1.62 1.36 1.32 1.27 .159 .185 .214 .2953
Heads 2.82 2.44 2.17 1.97 .136 .232 .303 .3123

Nonaged

.s::--
Individuals 2.04 1.·64 1.47 1.30 ~196 .279 .366 .3463 ~

Female heads 1. 79 1.48 i.31 1.20 .171 .269 .328 .3551
Male head 2-5 3.00 2.59 2.42 2.14 .136 .193 ~286 .2756
Male head 6+ 2.30 2.02 1.90 1. 70 .119 •.174 .258 .2540
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utility-based measures show a curvilinear relation to the level such

that successive frac;tions of redistributipn crontribute less to redu,c

tion of in~quality. The Gini coefficient, on t~e other hand, qeclines

in a linear way. All these measures should converge ~t zero when the

level reaches 83.4 percent 'since that fraction plus the net revenue

fraction of 16.6 percent exhaust primary income.

The ~st~risks on the cu+ves of Figure 7 indicate the levels of

inequalit~ that characterize the status guo di$tribution of final·income.

Thus, our present policies correspond to a redistribution level of

approximately 10 to' 12 percent.

Table 6 prese~ts the rfinkings of the several tax-credit structures

according to the various inequality ~easures. The measures have been

normaliz~d to make the current law equal laO pt':Lcent. .Sepai;ate ra~ki...g~

are provided for the 10 and 30 percent levels of r~distribution, and the

inequality relative to the status quo of the primary distribution is

shown separately. As can be seen, the choice of an inequality measure

does affe~t the rankings, which also change with the level of redistri

bution, The Social Security-plus-child a110~ance plan ranks first at

the linear 1ev~1, and falls to last at the higher level of redistribution

for ~ == 2.

The Gini coefficient here, as in Figure 7, shows less sensitivity

and di~p~rsion with respect to the .variations introduc~d here. For

example, the primary distribution is only 16 percent worse than the

statu~ quo final distrib~tion on the Gini scale, whi1~ it is 40 to 50

perGent wQrse by ~he utifity-based ~easures.



Table '6

RANKING OF CREDIT STRUctURES IN RELATION
TO STATUS QUO ON 11m BASIS OF

ALTERNATIVE INEQUALITY MEASURES

;. ;":'

lD Percent Redistribution

Gini
Coefficient I (LQL_ . I(1~~) 1:(2.0)

Social Security + ' Social Security +
child allowance .99 .-94 .94 .95 child allowance

Status quo l.00 l.00 l.00 .99 Poverty standard

Poverty standard 1.03 1.04 1.02 ;99 Age scale 1

Age scale 1 1.03 ><. l.04 1.02 1.00 Age scale 2..
Age scale 2 l.04 l.OS ,1.03 1.00 S.tatus quo

Per capita l.04 1.05 1.05 l.03 Per capita

Per adult ·1..05 l.10 1.09 L07 Per adult

3D Percent RedisLribution

Social Security +
~child allmvance .55 .54 .56 Poverty standard

Poverty skandard • t:J .)/ .56 .58 Age scale 1

Age scale 1 .77 .57 , .57 .59 Age scale 2

,Per. capita .78 .58 --..:..28 •.61 Per capita

Age scale 2 .78 .58 .64 .68 ' Per adult

Per adult .82 .67 ~6~ Social Security +------

child allowance
~

Status quo 1.00 1.00 1.00 l.00 Status quo ~

No Redistribution

1.16 1.46 1.50 l.43
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Final Remarks

A~ the ~evel ·of a basically arithmetic exercise to see what

~appens when highly simplified crepit-tax redistributions are applied

to a relatively comprehensive pretransfer income base, the work re-

ported above requires no further interpretation, but there are also

more ambitious objectives lying· behind the study. One is to clarify

the notion of cost and to supply a framework within which more .rele-

. vant equ~valence classes of households could be identified for compara-

tive analysis. Toward this objective, a linear credit income tax with

credits scaled to the poverty-standard has been taken as a reference

benchmark. The cre9it tax is required to generate the same net revenue

for nontransfer uses of the public sector and to redistribute a variable

;racticn of p~i~a~y.income ap credits on a uniform basis. The fraction

of income so redistributed provides a convenient standardization for

comparing alternative credit structures. Equivalence with nonlinear or

other more complex structures such as the status quo depends on specify-

i~g "additional criteria. For example, it was noted that in terms of the

various overall indicators of inequality, the status guo corresponds to

a credit tax at around 10 to 12 percent redistribution. In terms of the

impact on the poor considered as a homogeneous group the current law
I

does alIjlost as well as a 20 J?ercent redistribution. Focusing on the

aged and female heads, the status guo is more nearly comparable to a 30

percent, say Z7 percent, level of redistribution. By contrast, the

allocation to poor male family heads corresponds approximately to a 9

percent redistribution, and the share for male heads in the middle 50

percent category appears to be closer to a 4 to 5 percent redistribution.
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Under,the assumptions of this paper, the conclusion that relative

to the norm provided by the poverty credit tax themale...headed working

poor and lower middle class' have been heavily ,over-taxed or under

transferred is unmistakable •. Current benefits are tilted strongly in

the direction of 'the aged and thg female-headed; and while one can

usually think of reasons why these groups of the poor should be favored

over others, it is difficult to find adequate rationalizations for

the disparities we find, particularly in view of the large number of

children to be found in those male-headed poor and near-poor families.

~t is also clear that a more active redistributive policy, by moving

toward the ~ind of equity embodied in the credit tax formula, would not

work to 'the disadvantage of the large middle majority of taxpayers as

has often been asgum~d.

Under the 30 percent poverty-standard plan the archtypical small

family with a male head would enjoy lower taxes up to an income of

$11,750 which accounts for 63 percent of such families. Similarly,

nearly 70\percent of the larger families with male heads would benefit

up ,to a pretax income of more than $15,500. As indicated before, that

plan would allocate more to each of the categories of poor than the

status guo.

These results all assume a strictly proportional gross tax, but

it is clear that a more progressive structure for obtaining gross

revenue would be more advantageous to that broad middle group.

We have found the framework of a standard reference point for

distrib~tional analysis to be a useful one. In an area where value

judgments are necessarily finally determining, there can be no analyt

ically definitive argument for the set we haVe chosen. The use of some
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such standard is, however, illuminating; the most useful form of criti-

cism, in our view, should ,take the form of specifying plausible alter

natives. Our application of the inequality measures proposed by

Atkinson has confirmed their usefulness. We find them more sensitive

than the Gini coefficient, and they have the added advantage of being

logically related to a plausible family of utility specifications.

Finally, we must say that our exploration into the arithmetic of

income distribution has produced a large volume of numbers; the heavy

burden of tables in this paper is only the tip of ,the iceberg. There

remains a substantial amount of interpretation and assessment to be

done. But we hope that the findings presented here will move this

debate on issues of tax and welfare reform forward.

I
, I
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.. Data Appendix

The data source for all calculations in this paper is the 1966

Brookings Institution Family MERGE File adjusted to 1970 population

and income levels.

The Brookings MERGE File

This file was created by Ben Okner under a grant from the office

of Economic Opportunity from two sets of data, the 1967·Survey of

Economic Opportunity and the 1966 Federal Individual Income Tax File.

It contains observations on a family basis combining survey information

from the SBO with tax return data from the Tax File. MERGE is in two

sections: the first part, the FAM subfile, contains the survey and tax

·return data for 26,192 Interview units (famil:.L.t::s and single indi,viduals)

whose Current Population Survey (CPS) income was less than $30,000 in

1966 while the second part, the FAT subfi1e, has IRS tax return data

~nly for 46,946 tax-return-filing units with income of at least $30,000 •

.The units in the FAT file represent less than 2 percent of the total

number of families although they represent a much larger percentage

of to.tal income; therefore, it is. adequate for our purposes to treat

the units of the FAT file as if they were Interview Units (IU) and

to use estimates for the missing demographic data we need. In

particular this requires us to estimate the number of persons and

. children in the Interview Units from the number of exemptions and to

assume that none of these returns are filed by persons who are not the

head or wife of an ru. When secondary members of an IU file returns

separately from the head's return, their income is not included in the

IU's income total, but they are not likely to be counted as dependents.
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We have used the FAM file plus a twenty percent subsample of the" FAT

file in our calculations.
r'

The details of the creation of the SEO, Tax and MERGE files are

reported in Okner [10], [11], [12], [13]; SEO Codebook; and Brookings

Institution Computer Center [2]. Only a few remarks need to be made

here. The MERGE file is intended to represent the non-institutional

CPS population in calendar year 1966, but it is far removed from

the original tax and SEO data. Since the two data sources used do

not contain data on the same individuals, a complex matching pro-

cedure was used by Okner and his associates to associate one or more

tax returns with each Interview Unit. The resulting "sample" can be

no better than this procedure. Some of the difficulties with the

~atchinE; procedure have been analyzed by Sims [18], Budd [3], and

Peck [14]. It is likely that some of the relationships and distribu-

tions in MERGE are distorted measures of reality. We have tried to

avoid relying on particularly suspect joint distributions and, therefore,

we do not report any results on the impact of the various plans by race,

for exatnple.

In addition to the changes introduced by the merging process it-

self, there are three other ways in which the data were modified: (1)

Extensive adjustments for nonreporting and underreporting were made.

These are discussed in the Okner papers cited above. (2) Imputations

were made for a number of items for which there were no data in the

file; particularly the amounts of property, sales, and state and local

income taxes paid by individuals, either directly or indirectly via

shifting to consumers or owners of capitaL (3) The 1966 MERGE file was

projected forward to 1970 using routines written at Brookings and con-

trol totals from the 1970 Census.
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Imputations and Adjustments Made to the MERGE File

Three types of state and local taxes were imputed to all IUs in

the file using routines devised by Okner. The taxes imputed were

property tax, state and local income taxes, and sales taxes •

The procedure used for estimating property taxes was as follows.

Property income was defined as the sum of interest received, rental

income, royalties, estate and gift income, dividends, twenty-nine

percent of income from farming and fourteen I;lercent of income from

nonfarm business (estimated returns on capital) received by the IU.

Negative amounts were not included. A tax rate was applied to this

total. The remainder of the direct tax was found by taking percentages

of the values of automobiles and owner-occupied housing. It was assumed,

. in addition, that· property taxes levied on the nonland assets of busi

ness and farms are borne by consumers, and an adjustment was made based

on the unit's total consumption. Finally, renters were assumed to bear

all of the property tax on their housing, and this amount was estimated

from their monthly rent. The p~ocedure for calculating those taxes was

modified for IUs who filed itemized tax returns to accept the taxes

claimed as deductions as the actual taxes paid (apart from the shifting

estimates) . It should be emphasized that the. total property tax figure

estimated includes both direct property taxes and indirect taxes

assumed shifted to renters and consumers.

The amount of state and local income taxes paid had to be estimated

for some IUs. If a tax return associated with an IU had i~emized deduc

tions, ·the amount deducted for state and local income taxes was accepted.

Otherwise, the tax rate was estimated from Adjusted Gross Income and
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family size and applied to a "taxable income" defined as AGI minus exemp

tions of $1,000 each for the taxpayer and wife (if a joint return) and

$500 for each dependent. The estimated taxes were added f'or each tax re

turn in the IU to give the total state and local income tax. The amount

of sales tax paid was estimated as a percentage of total consumption

expenditures.

The last major adjustment to the data was to project the file for

ward to 1970. This was done in two steps. First, the sample weights

associated with IUs were adjusted to bring the 1966 population to 1970

Census Bureau population figures. The adjustment factor was a function of

four variables: (1) age (sev.enteen classes), (2) race (whi,te/notlwhite),

(3) type of area (urban, rural, nonfarm, farm), and the size of the

.family. Then the !r.eans of the distributions of the amounts of fifteen

sources of income and thirty-nine items in the tax 'returns were adjusted

to 1970 levels. No attempt was made to take explicit account of changes

in benefit schedules for such items as social security payments.

These procedures stop short of producing an estimate of the total

tax burden borne by a family. Specific taxes, such as gasoline tax and

fees charged for government services such as motor vehicle registration

charges are omitted. These taxes do not have income redistribution as

an objective and they are small compared to the remainder of revenue

collected under the present tax system; therefore, it is acceptable to

ignore them.

A much more important omission is the Federal corporate income tax.

In a truly comprehensive assessment of the redistributive aspects of the

taxation system, this tax would have to be considered. In, comparing our
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linear tax-demogrant system's' with the' status guo we have left the

Federal corporate tax unchanged and have made no assessment of who

pays it. The adoption of a radically different tax system would surely

affect corporate financial behavior, but we ignore this as well as all '

other responses of the economy.
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FOOTNOTES

1We have left in place some public transfer programs which are not
primarily redistributive in nature but have made the receipts taxable.

2The credit income tax was proposed by Earl Rolph, "The Case for a
Negative Income Tax Device," [16]. See also James Tobin, "Raising the
Incomes of the Poor."

3See Rawls [15], and Lerner [6].

4See Mirrlees [7] and Sheshinski [17].

5For a definition and explanation of the current poverty ("low income")
thresholds see Characteristics of the Low Income Population 1970 [4].

6In order to deal with negative and zero incomes we do not allow the
argument of the utility function to fall below 0.1.

7 ' b d f hFor the assumption made a out the inci ence 0 t.e property tax, see
the Appendix.

BIn the alternative redistributions thi~ results in ~ome overstatement
of the final income for owners of rental property who report such income
on the 1040 Federal form and equivalent understatement for renters.

90ur exercise might be thought always to result in distributions whose
means are equal; however, since we have normalized income by the poverty
level, redistributions which preserve the aggregate incomes can'change
the mean of the welfare ratios.

lOWe also report Gini coefficients, but as Newberry [9] has shown,
there exists no additive utility function which ranks distributions in the
same order as the Gini coefficient.

111" b' h·t h I" " .t 1S not 0 V10US tat e 1near tax systems we 1nvestlgate are
. inferior to our current tax system in terms of allocative efficiency.

Indeed, this is one of the arguments usually cited in favor of a demogrant
system.

l2The ~xact choice of a mlnlmum w is not crucial for the plans we
investigate although a minimum of zero would give very different answers.
In the status quo income distribution only about 1.5 percent of the popu
lation' report a welfare ratio of less than .1 and in the other distributions
the percentage is also very small. In fact, many of these cases come from
families reporting a negative w, and their permanent income is likely to be
much larger than the reported amount.


